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1: Signs From Heaven by Robbie Thomas
Signs from spirit bring the comfort of knowing we are not alone, and that the soul lives on Your loved ones in Heaven
know you, and so the signs that they are with you will often be specific to your life experience.

Usually, when you embrace a powerful physical connection with someone, it makes it simpler to bond with
them in the form of spirit. There is no feeling of sadness greater than when a loved one passes away; this is the
sad truth of life that everyone has to die. Signs from the deceased loved one When you lose a loved one, your
heart misses them, and you cry for them feeling lonely and empty, you have no idea what to do anymore and
how to move on with your life without them. Moreover, try to let you know that the deceased loved one is
nearby by attempting to communicate with you and convey a message in order to let you know that they are
fine. Typically, within days of dying your loved one will be capable of sending you signs from heaven and
connecting with you most powerfully than ever, however, that does not at all mean that they will not always
be around you. Spiritual leader Every so often when a loved one dies and turns into a spirit they most likely
become a kind of spiritual leader who will at all times remain by your side. It is not at all certain to say that all
loved ones who die become guides, but generally, if you are aware and open, you may receive some signs that
a deceased loved one is nearby. You must remember that death only implies the expiration of the physical
body; however, the soul exists eternally. The truth is that our soul is everlasting. Normally when loved one
deceases they wish to send signs to let us know that they are still around us and are looking over us. Loved
ones in heaven If for some reason we are not able to feel our deceased loved ones around us, they will usually
provide us with signs that we cannot overlook. The being who has received mostly knows that it means that a
deceased loved one is nearby. Even if we terminate it and give it no notice that tiny voice within will surely
make us ponder that it might be a sign. Top most signs are: Strange activities of Electricity You will be
surprised to know that our expired loved ones have are capable of interfering with electricity and light since
they are pure energy now. To send us signs they can influence machinery like microwaves, fans, radios, etc.
Usually, they only want us to feel the signs a deceased loved one is nearby. Using electricity to grab attention
appears to be one of the most common signs from heaven. It is the easiest way to make people respond. The
spirits from the other side are a fan of flickering lights, turning on and off fans, turn radio or television on and
off, or make machines beep for no obvious reason. If your TV switches off or lights start to flicker
unexpectedly try find out the reason behind it like. It most probably will be one of the signs from heaven.
Sensing their Smell One of the signs is when we can usually realize that our departed loved ones are nearby
when we smell their scent: Our loved ones can temporarily move the particles with the air of your space to
imitate the scent associated with them. These signs can at times appear to be confusing. As humans, we
remember how our loved ones smell. We recall a unique fragrance or perfume they enjoyed or even the odor
of activity they loved doing. If you sense their smell, fragrance or odor, do not be scared instead be happy.
Showing up as energy of an Animal As our loved ones are now pure energy, they are capable of channeling
their energy inside an animal to send you signs from heaven, such as a butterfly, cats, birds, dogs, etc. The
animal will act in a way it typically would not act, such as come in front of us, land on us, stare at us, peck at
our window or shriek at us. Unluckily, such signs many people fail to notice. Our loved ones may try to
communicate with us in every way possible. By using these codes, they are conveying us a sign without
attempting to scare us. They are trying to let us know that they are with us! Placing and moving objects in
your way as signs from heaven One sign from heaven from loved ones is that they usually like to put objects
in our trail that were important just to them time and again, to make us feel their presence. Flowers, feathers,
coins, keys, and rocks are some of the utmost common items they are most likely to place for us. These are
small gifts from them. If you discover a coin in your way, notice its year and recall if that specific year holds
some importance between you and your departed loved one. You see them in your dreams Dreams are one of
the most common signs and easiest way for our dead loved ones to connect with us. A dream that is a true
manifestation will be very vibrant, detailed, and peaceful. Such dreams are not forgotten easily, in fact, are
remembered for years. There are a few features you can scrutinize after seeing a unworldly visitation dream. It
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will be very rich and colorful. It will always be coherent and logical and have some message in the form of
physical objects, words or even intuition. You may feel muddled when you wake up and will also feel
peaceful, content or even scared about what you just experienced. If you want to meet your loved one in your
dream all that is required to do is to request them to do so, and they will visit you. Some people believe that if
we tell them to wake us after they meet us and to make us remember the specific dream. They make us see
specific numbers around us As signs from heaven, our loved ones might make us see numbers that are
significant to them. It could be an anniversary, a birthday, the date of their death or the time they passed at, or
even restating numbers such as , , , etc. Such unique numbers may be seen on calculators, billboards, TV or
any other acquainted place. They may also come from strangers, family, and friends. When you are driving,
pay close attention to license plates ahead of you and ads or posters you pass by. Some of the best signs of
numbers can be seen on bumper stickers that are right under your nose. If you notice a pattern and have faith
in your loved one that they are communicating with you, take ease in finding out that they are right with you.
Placing thoughts in our heads Our beloved dead ones influence our thoughts. Consequently, they send us signs
intuitively. Pay close attention to opinions that just arrive into your head that you think of out of nowhere.
Especially you think of something your deceased loved one would say for no logical reason, it is most
possibly them trying to communicate with you directly. This method of connection is a real blessing. Pay
attention to your thoughts; you will in instantly know when they are not yours and are signs from heaven.
They look over us and let us know Many people have felt such signs. When we are in the initial stages of
sorrow, we have a stronger ability to sense the presence our loved one around us. Death is not final, and love
lives forever. In the deepest sorrow, they will attempt to discover a tactic to let us know that we are not alone
and they are with us. Do not be afraid when you feel like you are being watched because our passed loved
ones are simply protecting us and watching over us. They will love us forever, even from afar. The Play songs
at a perfect occasion If your departed loved one enjoyed music, this also could be an easy way of
communication, being one of the signs. We instantly feel the presence of our loved one when their most
favorite songs play at just the perfect time with the particular lyrics we need to hear. Usually, the identical
song comes on in various places. You might be able to listen to the song in the background in a while doing
grocery in departmental stores. Or when you are having dinner at a restaurant, when you are driving and play
the radio. Moreover, when you are watching a show or a movie on TV or even when you randomly play
music, you may feel that your loved one is nearby. They whisper or buzz in your ears Since our departed loved
ones are pure energy they might send us signs from heaven and express to us using a different, greater
frequency, we may hear buzzing or some ringing in our ears when they are trying to get us to respond. These
might be signs from heaven so look for a message they are trying to convey. Observe your surroundings and
see if there is anything important to notice, a sign on the roadside? A bird flying by? When you read a
newspaper or a book or surfing the internet for something? Did you feel the buzzing in your ear or ears when
you read a specific sentence? Go through that sentence again and search for a message your loved one might
be trying to convey. Perhaps the buzzing in your ear is afterward a certain thought; this can be a sign of
confirmation or support from your loved one. See flashes of bright light? Spirit does not always have the
power or are not capable of fully appearing as a ghost. In the form of signs from heaven your loved ones can
be evident as balls of light, flashes or orbs of light. If you see them often out of the corner of your eye, there
are chances that it can be your loved one who is sending you signs from heaven. Cardinal sign A cardinal is
illustrative of a departed loved one and one of the signs of heaven. When you come across one, it might mean
they are stopping by. They mostly appear when you miss them or need them the most. They may also visit for
the duration of celebration as well as misery to watch over you and to ensure that you know they are with you
always. Cardinals are frequently believed to be spirit signs from heaven mainly because of their bright red
color. When a cardinal shows up at the instant a departed loved one is being talked of or thought of; it could
most likely be your loved one trying to make you feel that they are right there with you. Long for them, they
will show up! Discover some more interesting articles from Padre:
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2: Messages From Your Loved Ones in Heaven - Forever Conscious
As signs from heaven, our loved ones might make us see numbers that are significant to them. It could be an
anniversary, a birthday, the date of their death or the time they passed at, or even restating numbers such as , , , etc.

Pennies from Heaven Your deceased Loved Ones can manipulate the energy of the environment. Smelling
their Cooking Your Loved Ones can use the loose electrons and atoms available in the air to create momentary
combinations that smell just like something they were known for doing, having or smelling like. Cookies,
cakes and breads wafting through the air and no one is cooking? Smelling their Perfume Your Loved Ones can
also momentarily shift the molecules with the air of your space to mimic the scent of cigarettes, cigars,
mothballs, perfume or flowers - anything they were known for! While not always physically visible, the
Spiritual Body is palpable by most people. Sensing someone in the room without another physical human
present? How can you tell when a dream is really from a Loved One? Learn the difference between a regular
and a visitation dream here. Hearing Their Voice Many people hear the voices of their Loved Ones inside their
own minds after their passing. This is not your imagination or wishful thinking. Hearing your Loved One?
You are not making it up. Warm Goosebumps and Tingles The sensation of the presence of a Spirit who has
crossed often produces warm, tingly feelings on the outside or on the inside of the body. If you have been
feeling lots of tingles or goosebumps especially while reading this article , your Loved One is visiting!
Unexpected Favors Your Loved Ones still want to do nice things for you, but being without a physical body,
their options for physical gifts are often limited. This is why your Loved Ones are often behind getting you
special, unexpected discounts in stores, helping you meet the right people for your career and love life, and
keeping you out of dangerous accidents! Living in the realm of the Divine Light Heaven , your Loved Ones
can manifest as flashes, orbs or balls of light, usually seen out of the corner of your right eye. This could be a
Loved One! Orbs in Photographs Same concept as above. Those in Spirit form can manifest as a small ball of
light in photographs, as well as in walking, waking regular life. Learn more about Orbs here. Misplacing and
Finding Items Have you been losing things only to find them in the same place you remember putting them
later on? Your Loved Ones can move items, either to play a cute joke on you or to get your attention. These
are the 12 most common signs you are being visited by your Loved Ones!
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3: Signs in the Heavens - Life, Hope & Truth
Signs from Heaven: This guide is an exploration of the idea that loved ones may try and contact you from heaven. It
explores how to go about asking for signs. It then explores several key signs that you're likely to experience.

Shares Are your deceased loved ones trying to send you a message? We all have intuitive abilities or a sixth
sense and usually this can be triggered by the passing of a loved one. Often when you hold a strong physical
bond with someone it makes it easier to connect with them in spirit form. This is why so often, loved ones
who have passed will try to make contact to deliver a message or to let you know that they are ok. Sometimes
when a loved one crosses over into spirit form they may become a type of spirit guide who will always be
there by your side. It is hard to say whether all loved ones who pass become guides, but usually if you are
open and aware, you may receive some type of confirmation. Death only signifies the end of the physical
body, the soul however, lives on and is forever eternal. In fact, our soul is indestructible. Here are the 5 most
common signs that a loved one is trying to make contact: Visitation Dreams Seeing a loved one in a dream is
often a sign that they are trying to connect with you. You may need to analyse the symbols or messages in the
dream to see what information your loved one may be trying to deliver to you. A peaceful or happy dream
may be a sign that they are safe and happy on the other side, whereas more ominous dream may be a warning
or a caution that your loved one is sending to you. Sensing their Presence, Voice or Smell It is not uncommon,
especially in the first week of passing to feel the presence of your loved one next to you. Along with feeling
their presence you may also hear their voice calling your name, singing or delivering to you some type of
message. It is also not uncommon to smell the signature scent of your loved one. This is usually a sign that
they are around and are watching out for you or trying to get your attention. Strange Electrical Activity Spirits
have the ability to interfere with electrical currents because they are pure energy. Often when this occurs, your
loved one may just be trying to get your attention or they may just be experimenting with their abilities. If they
had a sense of humor, they may also do this to get a reaction out of you. Usually this type of activity is short
lived however, if you notice it going on for an extended period and there is no logical reason as to why, it may
be that your loved one is trying to communicate an important message to you. These objects usually include
feathers, coins, animals or flowers, however they can also be objects that were sentimental to them or you.
Coins are commonly used as they are shiny and instantly attract your attention. If you do notice a mysterious
object like a coin or feather on your path, pay attention to what is around you. Seeing their Apparition or Soul
Of course, one of the most obvious ways for your loved one to make contact is to appear before you. This may
be as an apparition, blurry outline or even as a figure of light. You may also see their figure moving out of the
corner of your eye. If you do see your loved one and they appear very clear, try reassuring them that it is ok to
move on and that everything will be ok. Usually when you see your loved one you may also have a feeling
about why they are appearing. Trust in this feeling and try not to judge it, as it will surely guide you as to what
their message is. No matter what signs you are receiving from your loved one, take a moment to honor the
contact and be open to interpreting the signs in anyway that feels right to you. A Channelled Message From
Loved Ones in Heaven â€” Your loved ones in heaven all want you to know that they are safe, protected and
reunited with their dearest family and friends. They want you to know that there is an afterlife and that there is
a new beginning for all of their souls. They want you to know that they will never leave you and that they will
always be looking out for you in any way they can. They encourage you to talk with them but to also release
them so that they can be free to complete the work that they need to. They want to remind all of those on earth
that they have a specific purpose and duty to fulfil and that they are very, very important to the planet. They
want everyone to know that they are equal, just as special as each other and are infinitely loved.
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4: Signs from Heavenâ€¦ Top 9 Signs from Deceased Loved Ones - www.enganchecubano.com
Proof of life after death. We all want to feel comforted knowing that the spirits of our loved ones are still with us once
they've passed away. These five common signs from heaven give us.

You may find yourself beginning to question everything you once viewed as fact, particularly in relation to
spirituality. Hoping for signs from heaven almost as a nod from your loved one is completely natural. In this
article we will be exploring just that: You can actually ask for them. Your angels can reassure you that
everything is ok and aid your loved one in sending signs from heaven. There is a straightforward reason for
this: A loved one could use this boost in your abilities to communicate with you. Digital Mishaps This is
another common one that is often used within horror films as a sinister nod to the presence of an evil spirit.
The interference of this kind is a lot subtler and can manifest itself in many different ways. With that in mind,
there are some things you can look out for. Some are more obvious that others such as the radio changing to a
song you associate with the loved one or the TV turning off when a show you both hated comes on. Some are
subtler such as lights flickering. Messages through Animals Animals can often be messengers from the
beyond. When a loved one is trying to make contact, a nearby animal particularly if an angel in disguise may
come nearer to you than it usually would, perhaps even let you touch it. The same goes for the cardinals sign
from heaven, which is the exact same situation. Other animals will also play a role. Dogs often run up to you
or if they were being loud, they go quiet as you pass. Animals can quite often have a more direct connection to
the spiritual realm than we do so they pick up on some of the frequencies that are beyond our perception. Just
keep in mind that these animals are rarely your loved one and are more often than not simply signs of your
loved one attempting to make contact or let you know that they are there in spirit. Specific Energies One of the
more common signs is the feeling of a presence. People regularly describe a warmth or tingling, sometimes
similar to static electricity. There are more familiar sensations as well which would relate more personally to
you and your loved one. Perhaps they used to stroke your hair a certain way and while looking at a photo of
them you feel that familiar sensation, even if a little lighter. Well, there are also smells, sounds, even sights.
All of our senses can detect varying aspects of a spirit from the other side. You might smell a familiar perfume
see a scarf tied to a post that suddenly vanishes after you look away. There is also the possibility to hear signs.
Discover some more interesting articles from Padre:
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5: Signs From Heaven - Catholic Stand
Objects, Symbols, & Shapes. After someone passes away, you may notice specific objects, symbols, or shapes
everywhere. Signs are not limited to typical things like feathers, hearts, birds, or pennies; they can also be something
personally significant to you and the deceased person.

Blog Proof of Life After Death: These five common signs from heaven give us that comfort and peace of
mind. All we need to do to receive the signs is open our hearts! May you feel the love of spirit. Visions I know
there are some skeptics out there who want concrete proof of life after death. While no one can really give
concrete proof, visions and images of spirit are pretty remarkable. Following is the incredible after death visit
that my grandmother Mary experienced: After a few moments in prayer, she opened her eyes. When she did,
she saw my grandfather, her deceased husband, standing there smiling at her. Just like many others, my
grandmother has lost many people in her lifetime and believes in the afterlife, but she explained that this
particular experience was life changing. Church is a sacred place and it is where my grandmother spends her
time in prayer. When she is in prayer, she is essentially in a meditative state which would make spirit
communication easier. My grandfather knows that she attends church services faithfully every Sunday. This
could be a factor, too. I agree that a vision would be indisputable proof of life after death! I am so glad she got
to have this special moment. I guess that shows how much they love us. Types of Spirit Visions Full-on
Vision: A vision like my grandmother had is one of the rarer types of spirit communication. If you have had
an experience like this, you may have seen your loved one in solid form or they may have seemed translucent.
Some paranormal professionals feel that solid orbs are a better indicator of true spirit presence than translucent
orbs, which can sometimes be dust particles. If you are not feeling your loved one around, try spending some
time in a relaxed state, such as meditating, reading quietly, or listening to music. While your loved ones are
always around, when you are in a relaxed, higher-vibrational state, it is easier for you to sense their energy.
And remember, you can always speak to a medium. I recommend the mediums here , affiliate because they are
the ones who helped me after my aunt passed away. I also like that there rates are very affordable. When you
call, ask to speak to a medium. Invisible Touch Have you ever felt a gentle touch on your head, arm, or back,
but no one was there? Or how about feeling like someone stroked your hair? Have You Ever Sensed a
Presence? You may not feel any physical sensation at all. Instead, you may suddenly sense or feel the presence
of your loved one next to you, or in the same room as you. If you are feeling really stuck with this and would
like some support, there are many gifted mediums available to chat with at AskNow. The answer to that
question is yes! Smells are a common way that our loved ones in heaven let us know that they are around.
Usually, it will be something associated with the person in spirit: Maria tells me that there is one way she
knows for certain when her beloved husband, Amos, is around: She smells Dial soap! Apparently, Dial soap
was the only soap her husband would use when he was living. Sweet Dreams The proof of life after death
comes in many forms, including dreams. A dream that was so vivid that it felt real? Well, the reason it felt real
was because it was real. Those in spirit often use dreams as a way to visit us. Here are some signs that your
dream was actually a visit from the other side: The dream is very vivid Your loved one is happy, smiling, and
free of illness and worry Communication may have been telepathic â€” there were no spoken words The
experience was emotional â€” you may wake up with tears in your eyes Read: Was it a Visit from Heaven or
Just a Dream? Moving Objects The sky really is the limit when it comes to after death communications.
Moving objects is another way that our loved ones in heaven get our attention. The object can be anything, but
is often something that is significant to you: A special photo, piece of jewelry, etc. In the story below, it was a
prayer book that had significance: Unfortunately, the family was not able to contact the printer in time. One
day, shortly after the funeral, Rosie was home alone. She had no idea how the prayer book got there because
she kept in a different room altogether and never on the floor. Avoid This Common Mistake When your
family members or friends on the other side take the time and energy to show you proof of life after death,
cherish it! They are around to visit and comfort you, so enjoy the moment. Instead, be comforted knowing that
your loved one is around. You may also enjoy: Signs from Spirit in Pictures Talking to a medium now. This is
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an affiliate link, but I only recommend AskNow because the mediums there are the ones who helped me out
when my aunt passed away. If you enjoyed this post, please share!
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6: Signs from Heaven that your loved ones are visiting you.
No matter what signs you are receiving from your loved one, take a moment to honor the contact and be open to
interpreting the signs in anyway that feels right to you. A Channelled Message From Loved Ones in Heaven -.

These direct methods of communication can occur anywhere and at anytime, though they are most common
when you are alone and aware of your surroundings to take notice. You can receive a sign when you are fully
awake, in twilight state of dreaming and waking or in dream state. Dream visitations This is the most common
way to be visited by those in Spirit, both by deceased loved ones and Spirit Guides. You might notice a shift
when they are around â€” either a change in the energy or actual movement in the air. Perhaps at night, you
notice pressure in the bed next to you, as if someone got into bed with you, or you might feel like someone is
sitting next to you in the evenings while you read a book. This is a common type of visit. They are the same
essence they were with body, and now, without body. Feeling their touch A hug, a brush of your hair, holding
your hand, or a gentle touch on your back â€” these are some of the most comforting forms of connection that
can happen. This ability to touch can also manifest in feeling them not touch you, but an object near you, for
instance, noticing someone sit or lay down in the bed next to you. Smelling their fragrance The ability to smell
the fragrance from a deceased loved one or Spirit is called clairgustance. These visits commonly reported as
the fragrance of cigarette or cigar smoke, perfume, flowers, or cooking. Hearing their voice This is called
clairaudience. It is possible to hear the voice of your deceased loved one externally, as though they are
actually speaking to you in human form, or internally, through thought or word transference. Those in Spirit
no longer have a voice box - so creating an external noise is very hard. Do you talk to your husband,
grandmother, or best friend on the Other Side, in your mind? Take a moment, and wait to see if you can hear a
response. Unexpected electrical activity We all have energy and energy runs through all things, including
electrical devices. For those on the Other Side, not only is it fun to learn how to use energy to connect - many
of those in Heaven learn that the energy in electrical devices is quite easy to manipulate. For this reason, it is
actually quite common for those in Spirit to manipulate TV, lights and toys to get your attention. They can
turn things on and off, change channels, and make things move. Songs on the radio , that are meaningful to
you or your lost loved one, are a favorite way for those on the Other Side to deliver to you messages that you
may need to hear - right at that exact moment, with electricity. A phone call The day after my father passed
over, I received several phone calls, from unknown numbers, with nothing but static on the other line. While
discussing this event with friends, they recounted similar experiences, in the days following the passing of
their loved ones. Since a phone is an electrical object, manipulating the energy to make a phone call is not
much different than other electrical activity. This sign could occur in the months or years following the
crossing of a loved one, it seems to be most common in immediate days following the transition. Receiving a
symbolic message, sign, coincidence or synchronicity Your deceased loved ones are often very eager to let
you know they are part of your life and with you when you least expect it. So, those in Spirit will provide us
with signs that we cannot ignore. The signs can and will come to you in a variety of ways, and the key is keep
your eye open for synchronicities and anything out of the ordinary. Wondering where and what to look for?
Feathers, Coins , and Stones. Spirit likes to place things in our path that were significant to them or significant
to us , over and over again. My father collected stones, and will often place new stones in the path of myself,
my mother, and my sister when he visits. However, others see feathers, coins, and other small objects usually
in their path. Spirits use energy to be with us, and often, it is through the energy of animal world - such as a
butterfly, bird, ladybug, dragonfly, or other creature - for a very short amount of time. If an animal does
something usual - like land in front of or on you, stare at you through a window, or call in your path, this could
be a sign. A common sign from those of the Other Side, are usually animals that are colorful the more colorful
something is - the more noticeable it is to you. Keep an eye out for bluebirds, jays, and cardinals. Spirits can
send us flowers in unexpected ways. If you receive a flower sign, it could be in the form of an unexpected
bouquet or gift, or a flower that is blooming out of season. A few months ago, I asked for a sign, specifically
in the form of flowers, and three days later, I arrived at work with a bouquet on my desk. Upon asking around,
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no one had any idea where these flowers came from or how they got there. In another example, did your
mother love bulb flowers, such as tulips, daffodils? Suddenly, you might notice one pop up in your yard.
Learn more about Flower Signs here. Your loved ones on the Other Side can and will use people to give you
messages, and generally, the person delivering the message is not aware of it. Listen to those around you, the
words they are speaking may be a direct message from the Spirit world to you! Also, those in Spirit may send
meaningful people in your direction such as teachers, life partners, and new best friends. Movement
Sometimes, those in Spirits will move objects to get your attention. Does the same photograph keep falling?
Also, moving objects will often times create noise, which can startle your awareness, too! Seeing an apparition
flat photo, hologram, partial, full Believe it or not, seeing an apparition, while you are awake, with your eyes
open, is one of the least common methods on this list. Learn more about apparitions here. Many people find
that visits from their loved ones are common and plenty in the days, weeks, and months following a loved
ones passing, but they can continue for years. This happens when you have a child, soulmate, or life partner
pass away early on and they stay with you until you both finish your soul path on this life.
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7: 51 best Signs from heaven images on Pinterest | Spirituality, Prayers and Witchcraft
Summer Snow New When You Believe Beyond What Your Eyes Can See Signs From Heaven Pussywillow Decor
Sympathy Art (Driftwood Grey Frame).

The prophet Isaiah also described these same events: The sixth seal in the book of Revelation The prophecies
of Joel and Isaiah match the events described by the apostle John in a vision of the end time: And the stars of
heaven fell to the earth, as a fig tree drops its late figs when it is shaken by a mighty wind. Jesus mentioned
that the heavenly signs would follow right on the heels of another prophesied event: The Great Tribulation
will be a time of terrible trial for the modern-day descendants of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob later renamed
Israel. These people will suffer famines and pestilence, military invasion and enslavement. Additionally, the
Tribulation will be a time of widespread persecution against the saints of the true Church of God at the end of
the age. A great earthquake occurs. Every mountain and island will move out of its place. Blood and fire and
pillars of smoke will be seen. The sun, moon and stars will have their light blocked, making them appear as
dark as night. The moon will appear blood red. The stars of heaven will appear to be falling to the earth. The
sky will be seen receding like a scroll when it is rolled up. Immediately after these stunning cosmic
disturbances, a series of great plagues will quickly follow, each accompanied with the sound of a trumpet
Revelation 8 and 9. These plagues will precede the return of Jesus Christ to earth in glory and majesty to
establish a kingdom of peace and righteousness. Who will control these signs and wonders? When these signs
in the heavens and the earth occur, scientists and weather forecasters may attempt to explain them away as
extreme, cyclical events, rather than signs from God. To be sure, Bible prophecy clearly shows God will be
the author of them. It is hard to imagine, but large numbers of unconcerned people are likely to dismiss these
signs as being random occurrences. But those who are watching and praying will discern the reason for the
signs 1 Thessalonians 5: Throughout the Bible, God says that He controls all the elements of His physical
creation and that He uses them either to bless or to curse mankind. And they swirl about, being turned by His
guidance, that they may do whatever He commands them on the face of the whole earth. So, we clearly see
that God controls all the powers of the heavens and the earthâ€”from climate conditions to earthquakes and
volcanoes to the orbits of the planets and the positions of the massive constellations in deep space. God speaks
of the sun, moon and stars being darkened; and this has happened at various times on smaller scales. A dense,
dark cloud of smoke can certainly block light to the earth over an area of land. For instance, in June the second
largest volcanic eruption of the 20th century in terms of the amount of material spewed out took place on the
island of Luzon in the Philippines. The volume of ash emitted from the June 15 peak eruption was about 1.
The giant, umbrella-shaped eruption cloud was miles kilometers in diameter and 21 miles 34 kilometers high.
Mount Pinatubo is just one in a series of more than volcanoes along the ring of fire circling the Pacific Ocean.
It is certainly possible that a series of simultaneous volcanic eruptions could shut out sunlight for a period of
time across large portions of the earth. For another example, a passage such as Matthew If the heavenly signs
to come are caused by natural laws of physics, God will orchestrate these events in an extreme and stunning
display. If these wonders are supernatural, God can certainly alter the courses of the heavenly bodies and the
natural elements from what has been the norm. Will God get the attention of the vast population of the earth
before that time? Will He find lasting, heartfelt changes in human behavior before He unleashes His anger?
Jesus posed an important question to His disciples and us today: Those who never took heed of these warning
signs will be in terror at the appearance of Jesus Christ. But Jesus promised the faithful: For those who take
heed, God provides a way of escape from His wrath.
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CATHOLIC STAND is an e-publication presenting essays and creative non-fiction, offering substantive resources with
thoughtful insights into how to live the Truth that the Church teaches, owned by Little Vatican Media.

I know that we are united with the communion of saints, and that death no longer separates us Romans 8: I
believe we can pray to the saints, and even pray to and pray for our relatives who have gone before us. But I
guess my interpretation of what that union would look like differed from reality. I thought that all I had to do
was pray and that my dad would visit me in my dreams, or that God would send me endless consolations to
constantly comfort me. I was so sure of how things worked that, when my sweet atheist brother insisted that
we stop trying to comfort him with talk of heaven, my sister boldly assured him that he would be surprised
and change his mind when my dad visited him in his dreams from the afterlife. I had a friend who told me that
her mother appeared by her bedside one night. This friend had cancer, and she was in deep anguish over
leaving her children behind. Her mother appeared beside her in bed, and came to comfort her with a smile. I
believed every word of it. My friend has since died. People talk about lesser signs. They find pennies on the
ground or see monarch butterflies or cardinals as signs from heaven sent by the deceased. I saw all these
things but the cynic in me brushed them away, hoping for something bigger. I barely remember the dream, but
I did capture his last words, which were in Spanish: I think it was a message about my dreams to finish school,
but it took a bigger meaning in general. We were not created to be satisfied until we reach perfect communion
with God. Earth is an exile; we cannot expect it to be heaven. We must wait patiently, and exercise faith that
we will be reunited again. Jesus came so that those who trust in Him would pass from death to life. In the
meantime, those of us who have been left behind still have to live on earth. It occurred to me that this is where
I need to trust God and put my faith into practice. Believing in what we cannot see, and having the patient
assurance that what God promised will indeed come to pass, is what separates us from non-believers. We must
persevere in faith, in the the hope of his promise. The details will be revealed later.
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12 Signs Your Loved Ones Are Visiting You 1. Pennies from Heaven. Your deceased Loved Ones can manipulate the
energy of the environment. They can get people to 'accidentally' drop small things in your presence and then nudge you
to look down at the right moment.

What if I told you that you can or even that you already have? Spirit sends us signs all the time to let us know
that they are near. Your deceased loved one can easily connect with you if you just know what to look for!
Here are 6 ways your loved ones in spirit can connect to you! Spirit will provide you with little gifts to let you
know they heard your calls. These little gifts let you know they are with you. They can even send you little
treasures such as sea glass with resonating words on it! Songs , TV, Messages Have you ever been driving
while thinking of your loved one and suddenly a song comes on that reminds you of them? This is a sign that
they are with you! TV or even random people can bring through messages from your loved ones as well. My
favorite example of this was when I was thinking of my friend Jimbo who had passed the year before. I have
never heard of this place nor had I seen the advertisement prior to or afterward. It could also be a truck that
drives by with a big bluebird posted on the side when you asked to see a bluebird the day before. Spirit loves
to connect with me through license plates. One day before I was a professional medium I was having one of
those days. Plants and animals Animals are already known to bring messages from spirit but when four bald
eagles fly overhead 15 minutes after you ask for a sign then you KNOW that they were sent just for you!
Flowers and plants are similar to animals in that each one has its own symbolic meaning. If their favorite
flowers and plants cross your path then you know they are with you. Memories or things that remind you of
them. This is a sign that not only are they with you but they are trying to connect with you! In these moments,
pay attention! They may have more tricks up their sleeve than you realize too! A few weeks ago my sister and
I had been talking about my grandparents because we both kept feeling them. My grandma was a gift giver
and my little sister is about to start drivingâ€¦coincidence? If your loved one is near you may smell their old
perfume or even their cooking. It can be quite a strange experience but it is a trigger to the senses to think
about them thus letting you know they are in the very same room with you! Your loved ones, spirit guides ,
and spirit team are always around you. They reach out to you and try so hard to connect with you. To learn
how to ask for a sign from spirit click here!
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